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In the Trial Chamber III Case No. IT-03-67-T 
13 May 2008 Date: 

Before: Judge Lean Claude Antonetti, Presiding 
Judge Frederik Harhoff 

J'i-Od 6/-T 
I ft uy it!oo ~ 

Registrar: 

Judge Flavia Lattanzi 

Mr. Hans Holthuis, Registrar 

Public Order 

The Prosecutor 
V. 

Vojislav Seselj 

Order to redact the public transcript 
and the public broadcast of a hearing 

The Trial Chamber 

ORDERS that the following blacked out text be omitted from the public transcript of the hearing dated 
13 May 2008 and be edited from the public broadcast of this hearing. 
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17 4: 51: 51 
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For r, 

Kat ic I Dzemal _, 
Mostar 1 we have 
1061, 1068, 1069 

, 1022, 1024, 1025, 1026, 1051, plus 

For the Sarajevo area 1 we have Knbl.ar ,, 1 Masnopita i' , Safik, 
plus VS-.1051[ VS-1060, VS-1.111, and after the 20th of March we added 
another witness, who ■■■■■■■■ and VS-1050. 

THE INTERPRETER: Interpreter's note, all the others relate to 
the other municipality in the singular. (That was the Judge ,,._ ) . 

Howl if I totalled all these hours, you would need 13.5 hours, but 
according to our calculations I you only have 17 hours left. So we have a 
real problem. here, and I would like to ask the Prosecution to look into 
this very closely, because you don't have 135 hours left, You have been 
allotted a certain amount of time( .tnd it is not as au.ch as that, so you 
need to provide a revised list. You need to give this to the Trial 
Chamber and to the accused, We need to know where we stand and where 
we're going, 

614:59:35 So we have drawn up this list to try to understand clearly where 
1 14: 59: 38 we 're going, and for the time bei.ng thin.gs are not clear to us at all, 
8 14: 59: 42 because if I total the number of hours you have planned to hear these 83 
9 14; 59: 48 witnesses 1 whose names or numbers that I have just read out, you would 

10 14: .59: 51 need 135 hours and 30 minutes I and you would go well beyond the time that 
00:02 has been allotted to you, So please look into this and let us know. 
00 05 So I have responded to Mr, Seselj 's question, who addressed the 
00: 15 issue of the revised list, 
00 16 Mr. Seselj, you would like to have the floor? 
00:19 THE ACCUSED: [Interpretation] Well, I wasn•t able to follow the 
00:22 whole list of wi.tnesses carefully, but. two problems spring to mind 

straightaway. 
You :mentioned Jodrag Panic as a witness, for 1nstan.ce, but the 

Prosecutor a while ago tabled a request to have hi.la struck from the 
witness list. And I in:tormed you a long tim.e ago that Miod.rag Panic 
signed .t statement. saying that he wanted to be a. Defence witness. He is 
the chief of staff of the 1st Guards Brigade. 

Then ■■■■■■■I Two years ago, the Prosecut,ion gave up on 

The blacked out text, as identified by the passages prior and subsequent thereto, is confidential. 
Any person or organization, including media organizations, which has possession of the public recording of all or 
the relevant portion of the proceeding containing the confidential information is hereby enjoined from disclosing it 
to any other person(s) or organization(s) as of the date and time this order is received. The failure to conform may 
result in contempt charges being issued by the Tribunal against the disclosing person or organizatio1;:,. 

---fudge Jean Claude Antonetti 
Presiding Judge 
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